The Big Challenge 2019
Level 2
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[AUDIO]

The man on the right is 1.90 m.
He's very …… !

high
tall
short
small

This is a photo of …… .

two teenagers in a city
street
a brother and sister in the
kitchen
two boys at a bus stop
children at the beach

There's a cat on the …… of the
living room.

ceiling
sofa
floor
wall

This sign tells you that the
emergency …… is downstairs.

run
motorway
leaving
exit

[AUDIO]

Rice pudding.
Chicken pie.
Pork and beans.
Fish and chips.

[AUDIO]

Red.
White.
Black.
Yellow.

Listen. What is Mr Wilson going
to say to the dog?

“Go away!”
“Come in!”
“Shut up!”
“Get up!”
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[AUDIO]

Listen. What can you say to
Christine?

“Why are you angry?”
“Where did you go?”
“Don't talk so loudly!”
“What's the matter?”

Behind the black book there is
…… .

a red purse
a beach bag
a pair of sunglasses
a pair of shoes

These are Carla's things. She's
going …… holiday tomorrow.

to
on
in
for a

Find the things that Carla is
probably going to take with her.

a passport, a
toothbrush, a swimsuit
sun cream, showers,
perfume
shorts, T-shirts, inches
sandals, mice, dresses

This is from Maggie's diary.
Maggie and Rachel …… .

live in the same house
are brother and sister
are friends
are mother and daughter

Maggie …… “13 Going On 30”
…… .

thought …… was terrible
thought …… was very
good
didn't like …… at all
didn't think …… was good

On Sunday evening, Rachel and
Maggie watched …… .

a romantic comedy at the
cinema
a fantasy movie about a
young girl
a comedy about a woman
who wants to be younger
a reality TV show

Jenna makes a wish because
she …… .

would like to be more
intelligent
wants to escape from all
the problems that
teenagers have
doesn't have a good job in
New York
thinks that adults don't
have enough problems

Listen. What question did the
woman originally ask?

“How old are you?”
“What time is it?”
“How much do you want?”
“How many have you
got?”

Listen. What can the woman say
now?

“Yes, we do. Very much.”
“Very cold and windy.”
“Lovely, and very near
the beach.”
“A little tired after the trip.”

[AUDIO]

Listen. Billy is learning …… .

karate
to be a ballet dancer
to play the piano
to ski

[AUDIO]

Listen. What did Frank finish this
morning?

A birthday cake.
A model plane.
A pair of socks
A painting.

There …… people in this shop.
It's empty.

have got
are some
isn't
aren't any

Harry …… to school today. He's
ill.

isn't going
can't work
don't go
isn't
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

On Monday, Kylie …… an email
to Peter but he didn't answer.

is writing
sent
must write
gets
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Jack's sister is more …… he is.

shorter than
prettier than
intelligent as
popular than
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This man is thinking, “…… did
…… my keys? I can't
remember.”

How … I do with
Where … I leave
Why … my wife left
What … I forget
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Lois …… in her office when,
suddenly, Superman flew in
through the window.

worked
went to work
was working
works hard

[AUDIO]

Listen. What's the word?

let
light
late
lot

[AUDIO]

Listen. Which word contains the
same vowel sound?

looked
bookshop
choosing
woman

Listen. Which word is the man
going to say now?

dark
hot
dirty
short

[AUDIO]

Winston Churchill.
William Shakespeare.
Charlie Chaplin.
Guy Fawkes.
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[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Liverpool.
Bristol.
Manchester.
Oxford.
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There are some coffee cups in
this …… .

fridge
bottle
cupboard
watch
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Before you go to school, you
must …… your things in your
schoolbag.

put
write
run
cut
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In a London shop, you buy
something that costs 99p. What
does “p” mean?

pounds
prize
pence
price

…… lovely flowers you've got in
your garden!

Those
What
How
Whose

[AUDIO]

“Enjoy your meal.”
“Here is your bill.”
“Have a nice trip.”
“Come back soon.”

[AUDIO]

“I never worry.”
“Please excuse me.”
“Never mind.”
“What a pity.”

Listen. What are you doing?

Buying something
online.
Doing a maths test.
Shopping in a
supermarket.
Looking at the instructions
for making a cake.
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[AUDIO]
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Find the list of words you can
use to describe this picture.

match, socks, lorry
team, grass, spectators
fans, spoon, game
factory, players, stadium
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Listen to the conversation in a
clothes shop. What else can the
man say?

“I'm afraid it doesn't fit.”
“It isn't cheap enough.”
“I can't put it on.”
“I'm sorry but I need a
larger size.”

[AUDIO]

Listen and find the true
sentence.

There were lots of spelling
mistakes in Jamie's
essay.
Jamie's essay wasn't
long enough and there
were a few spelling
mistakes.
Jamie had to write about
one city in the future.
Jamie never gets good
marks for his essays.

[AUDIO]

Listen. Complete this “family” of
words.

famous
stone
sun
theatre

Soldiers wear uniforms and
……. .

sailors are too
so do most security
guards
also do policemen
do a lot of British
schoolchildren

One of the national symbols of
England is …… .

a red rose
a pear tree
a white horse
a red dragon
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[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Listen to the conversation in a
bookshop and find the true
sentence.

"The Manchester
Murders" is perfect for
people who like
surprises.
On the last page of the
book, the detective
accuses the gardener.
The woman doesn't
usually enjoy David
March's books.
At the end of the
conversation, the man is
very pleased.

Moira often brings her dog to
work. He is very well-behaved
and is never a problem. In fact,
he is always as good as …… .

apple pie
gold
a god
an angel

